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We report a new optical arrangement that creates high-efficiency, high-quality Fresnel incoherent correlation
holography (FINCH) holograms using polarization sensitive transmission liquid crystal gradient index (TLCGRIN)
diffractive lenses. In contrast, current universal practice in the field employs a reflective spatial light modulator
(SLM) to separate sample and reference beams. Polarization sensitive TLCGRIN lenses enable a straight optical path,
have >90% transmission efficiency, are not pixilated, and are free of many limitations of reflective SLM devices. For
each sample point, two spherical beams created by a glass lens in combination with a polarization sensitive
TLCGRIN lens interfere and create a hologram and resultant super resolution image. © 2013 Optical Society
of America
OCIS codes: (090.1760) Computer holography; (090.1970) Diffractive optics; (090.1995) Digital holography;

(090.2880) Holographic interferometry; (110.0180) Microscopy; (180.6900) Three-dimensional microscopy.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.38.005264

Ever since Fresnel incoherent correlation holography
(FINCH) [1] showed its potential for fluorescence
microscopy [2], we have sought to perfect the technique
into a useful high resolution 3D imaging method. The
concept that a 3D image could be obtained from incoher-
ent sources by a holographic process, without lasers,
scanning or axial translation or the need to capture
images at multiple planes of focus to create a 3D image
is appealing. The field has now advanced as a result of
additional work from ours [3–6] and other laboratories
[7–9], including the demonstration that the FINCH opti-
cal system is inherently super-resolving [4–6]. Recently
it has been shown that FINCH violates the Lagrange
invariant [7,10], and this is the basis for its inherent
super-resolving properties [11].
Common to all previous studies involving the FINCH

technique has been the use of spatial light modulator
(SLM) devices to act as in-line beam splitters to separate
the reference and sample beams coincident within a sin-
gle axis (besides the systems suggested by Kim’s group
[12], which operate like FINCH but are based on a Mi-
chelson-like interferometer without a SLM). SLM devices
are usually liquid crystal deposited on a reflective semi-
conductor pixel matrix. Because of the reflective nature
of the devices, they must be used at an angle to reflect the
processed beam, complicating optical configurations.
Furthermore, their resolution is dependent upon the
pixel density of the devices and because they are pixe-
lated, light is diffracted into many orders, which signifi-
cantly reduces light efficiency and results in unwanted
image reflections. Even greater light loss is observed if
they are used on axis with a beam splitting (BS) cube
to try and overcome some of these limitations [3,9]. Other
image degrading characteristics include, for example, the
small aperture size of the devices, astigmatic properties,

and their limited dynamic range. Thus SLM devices
inherently reduce light throughput and fidelity, affecting
the ultimate resolution of holograms and thus the recon-
structed images.

We report here a new high-performance optical system
for FINCH that operates in a straight-line optical path
with relatively very high transmission efficiency in the
creation of the sample and reference beams, and is pixel
free and devoid of other limitations of a SLM. The SLM is
replaced in this new FINCH configuration with a polari-
zation sensitive transmission liquid crystal gradient index
(TLCGRIN) lens [13] in combination with an achromatic
glass lens. We previously suggested [4] that a FINCH
hologram could be obtained using a glass lens in combi-
nation with a SLM to create, from each incoherent
sample point, two converging waves, so that an in-line
reference and sample beam could interfere and thus cre-
ate a hologram. Since TLCGRIN lenses are polarization
sensitive analog operated electro-optic devices that
create high resolution lenses, we were able to adapt them
to this new FINCH configuration and overcome the
previous functional limitation of SLM-based FINCH devi-
ces. In earlier versions of this arrangement we used a
TLC Fresnel lens; however, we chose the TLCGRIN
lenses because of their tunability and superior optical
properties.

The optical setup of this transmission FINCH micro-
scope differs markedly from previous reflection models
such that holograms can be captured with high optical
efficiency in a straight-line optical setup, while at the
same time, the microscope widefield image can be
viewed in real time. The reflective SLM function is
replaced by the combination of a glass lens and a polari-
zation sensitive TLCGRIN lens. The inefficient plate
polarizing filters are replaced by polarizing BS cubes
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(Thorlabs CM1-PBS251). The polarizing BS cubes offer
almost 100% transmission of each polarization axis and
thus yield significantly higher light throughput of the
desired polarization. Holograms are captured by CAM1
at the end of the p polarization axis, and the previously
wasted s polarization beam is used to view the widefield
microscope image through a second camera (CAM2) (or
binocular mounted on the first polarizing BS cube). This
arrangement allows for the real-time viewing or capture
of microscope specimens to focus the microscope or cap-
ture comparative widefield images as shown in Fig. 1. In
the hologram recording p polarization path, the back
aperture of the objective is projected directly onto the
tube lens by use of a 4f relay [9]. In our current imple-
mentation we have taken the additional step of
using a magnifying relay with the first relay lens having
an f 1 � 80 mm focal length while the second relay lens
had an f 2 � 50 mm focal length. Recall that the FINCH
image magnification without the relay unit is zh∕f o [4–6],
and the present overall magnification of the system is
�f 1zh�∕�f 2f o�, where zh is the distance between the tube
lens and the hologram plane. The relay lenses were
achromatic imaging lenses (Rodagon 452341, 452315,
respectively) selected to maintain flatness of the image
through the relay. The first polarizing BS cube was inter-
nal to the relay, and directed the rejected s polarization
onto the secondary widefield camera (The Imaging
Source DMK23GP031), which was at the focus of the first
relay lens. The distance between the relay lenses was
corrected for the presence of the BS glass during laser
alignment of the system. The tube lens was located at
the output focus of the 4f relay. Referring to Fig. 1,
the sample beam is focused at distance f d1 while the

reference beam is focused at f d2. The tube lens combines
with the active TLCGRIN lens to focus an image at the f d1
plane, where f d1 � f 3f 4∕�f 3 � f 4�, while the f d2 plane is
focused only by the tube lens at distance f 3. The value
of zh for maximum overlap of the sample and refer-
ence beams is fixed by f d1 and f d2 as follows:
zh � f d1�1�sfac�� f d2�1− sfac�, where sfac � �f d2 − f d1�∕
�f d2 � f d1�. We used a variable focal length TLCGRIN
lens similar to [13] but with 70 zones, an aperture of
15 mm, a maximum phase stroke of 10 waves, >93%
transmission, and a focal range of 5000 mm to infinity
(Celloptic and Citizen Holdings). We operated the
TLCGRIN lens at its minimum focal length of 5000 mm
by driving it with a 1 kHz square wave pulse of about
2 V RMS with 16 bit precision and used a 300 mm 200
achromatic lens (Thorlabs AC508-300-A) as the tube lens,
resulting in f d1 of 283 mm, f d2 of 300 mm, and zh of
291.3 mm. This corresponds to a spacing factor sfac of
about 0.03, well within the range of optimal spacing
of the focal and hologram planes [6]. In addition to the
TLCGRIN lens used for creating the hologram, another
(inactive) compensating TLCGRIN lens was used, with
a fast axis perpendicular to that of the active TLCGRIN
lens, to correct for the optical path difference (OPD) in
the TLCGRIN lens as is discussed in detail later in this
Letter. An electronically variable waveplate (>97% trans-
mission) oriented parallel to the active TLCGRIN lens
was used to effect the 2π∕3 phase shifts necessary for
twin image and zero-order elimination [1–10]. The second
polarizing BS cube was positioned after the waveplate,
and was polarized parallel to the first BS cube. The holo-
gram recording camera, a Hamamatsu ORCA-Flash 4
CMOS camera, was at the zh distance of 291.3 mm away
from the tube lens. The objective used was a Nikon
20× 0.75 NA. Various microscope filter sets were used
(Semrock or Thorlabs) as indicated in the figures, and
fluorescent illumination was from a Photofluor II illumi-
nator (89 North) with excitation filters placed in the
internal filter wheel and the excitation light delivered
to the microscope through a liquid light guide. The signal
generators, excitation light source, and cameras were
controlled by software written in LabView (National
Instruments), in which the calculations were done as
well. The TLCGRIN lens voltage was maintained constant
to create a predetermined focal length, and the voltage to
the liquid crystal phase plate was changed three times to
create the required 2π∕3 phase shifts during each holo-
gram capture routine. Images were reconstructed from
the holograms using methods that have been previously
reported [14], and used a Hamming-windowed point
spread function for propagation to the reconstruction
distance.

This new TLCGRIN FINCH configuration maintains
the super-resolving properties previously reported using
a SLM [4–6]. Figure 2 shows a comparison of TLCGRIN
FINCH to the widefield focused image of a fluorescent
USAF resolution slide. The smallest group 9 feature
linewidth and spacing of 0.78 μm is near the Rayleigh
resolution limit of 0.43 μm for the objective NA and emis-
sion wavelength. Resolution visibility of 0.4 is seen by
standard microscopy with CAM2, and that visibility is
approximately doubled, resulting in a super resolution
image when the FINCH holograms (captured by CAM1)

Fig. 1. Schematic of the FINCH fluorescence microscope
using TLCGRIN lens. On the left side of the figure is depicted
the ray diagram for a FINCH hologram of a point. BS stands for
the polarizing beam splitter, and f 0–f 4 are the focal lengths
of the objective lens, first and second relay lenses, tube lens,
and TLCGRIN lens 1, respectively. TLCGRIN lens 2 is inactive
and placed orthogonal to active TLCGRIN lens 1. The sample is
located at distance zs from the objective lens, and the hologra-
phy camera CAM1 is located at distance zh from the tube lens,
as described in the text. The widefield camera, CAM2 is located
at distance f 1 from the first relay lens and views the rejected
polarization component (s polarization axis) from the BS1 cube.
Distances are corrected to account for the optical path through
the glass of the BS cubes. The hologram plane is midway
between the focus of the glass tube lens and its reduced focal
length due to combination with the polarized component of the
TLCGRIN lens. Axis orientation values (in degrees) are given
with respect to the p polarization of the first beam splitter.
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are reconstructed to the in-focus plane. In addition,
close examination of the images reveals much greater
clarity, and the holography exposure times were re-
duced about fourfold because of better overall light ef-
ficiency compared to a SLM system. Pollen grains are
more complex objects and were also readily imaged
with the new FINCH configuration in both widefield
and holography mode; however, only FINCH could re-
veal the 3D nature of the specimen. Figure 3(a) shows
one widefield plane, while Figs. 3(b)–3(d) show multiple
planes of focus obtained from the same single hologram
captured by FINCH. The FINCH images are of equal or
better quality when compared to the widefield image at
all planes observed.
As mentioned previously, the TLCGRIN lens used

in the current FINCH configuration has birefringent

properties that can limit the useful bandwidth of the sys-
tem. Birefringent components in an interferometer, in
which the two interfered beams have orthogonal polar-
izations to each other, create an inherent OPD between
the two interfering beams. This OPD puts a limitation
on the source bandwidth that can be used in FINCH.
However, as we show here, this inherent OPD can be
very easily removed. For every birefringent component,
the TLCGRIN lens or the phase plate, with ordinary index
of refraction no, extraordinary index of refraction ne, and
active LC depth d, the OPD between the ordinary and the
extraordinary beams is jne − nojd. According to the
Wiener–Khintchine theorem, the complex degree of
coherence and the source spectrum are a Fourier
pair [15]. As the OPD is equal to the product of the
coherence time and the light velocity, it is clear that a
smaller OPD enables using wider bandwidth light
sources for the same value of interference visibility, or
for the same level of hologram quality. In other words,
in order to get a hologram with good fringe visibility
all over its area with a light source of bandwidth Δλ
(in terms of wavelengths), the maximum OPD should sat-
isfy the condition OPD ≤ λ2∕Δλ [15,5]. Therefore, for a
given OPD, an uncorrected configuration of FINCH is
limited to light sources with bandwidth not wider than
λ2∕OPD. Considering the birefringent characteristics of
the TLCGRIN lens used here, in which jne − noj � 0.22
and d � 56 μm, the source bandwidth is limited to be
no more than 25 nm. In order to operate the FINCH with
wider bandwidth sources, we compensate for, or actually
eliminate, the OPD due to the TLCGRIN by introducing
into the setup an additional, identical nonactive,
TLCGRIN lens rotated by 90° to the active TLCGRIN lens.
In that case the two beams with the two orthogonal polar-
izations pass almost the same optical path after passing
the two TLCGRIN lenses. It is “almost” because the ordi-
nary beam, when passing through the active TLCGRIN
lens, is modulated by a small perturbation in the index
of refraction, but the maximum amplitude of this pertur-
bation is negligible in comparison to no. The OPD due to
the phase plate should also be corrected. However, be-
cause the phase plate is thinner (6.4 μm with the same
value of jne − noj), the OPD created by the phase plate
is about nine times shorter and therefore has a much less
significant effect on system performance than the
TLCGRIN lens and at this point has not been corrected
by adding an orthogonally polarized phase plate. The
effect of adding the orthogonally polarized TLCGRIN
lens (Fig. 1 TLCGRIN lens 2) to increase the bandwidth
of FINCH is shown in Fig. 4. In the absence of this
bandwidth compensation, the visibility of the smallest
features in group 9 of the USAF slide began to decline
with a bandwidth greater than just 1 nm. However, after
compensation, the visibilities were equivalent, within
measurement error, up to a bandwidth of 40 nm, more
than adequate for fluorescence microscopy. For simplic-
ity we added an inactive TLCGRIN lens to compensate
for the birefringence of the active TLCGRIN lens.
However, any optics with similar birefringence and thick-
ness could be used.

In the current configuration shown in Fig. 1, the oppor-
tunity presents itself to add another holography camera
(CAM3 in Fig. 1) to the s polarization output of BS2 and at

Fig. 2. Fluorescent USAF resolution pattern imaged by wide-
field (top row) and FINCH fluorescence microscopy (bottom
row) with a 20×, 0.75 NA objective, and GFP filter set
(525 nm emission). A plastic backing rendered the patterns fluo-
rescent. Left panels are the whole field of view (285 μm on a
side), and center panels show enlarged group 8 and 9 features
with the smallest features in group 9 approaching the resolution
limit. The far-right panels show the line profile intensity through
the smallest group 9 features. The visibility with FINCH is in-
creased about twofold when compared to widefield imaging.

Fig. 3. (a) Widefield and (b)–(d) reconstructed FINCH images
of pollen grains captured using a 20× (0.75 NA) objective, show-
ing the ability of FINCH to refocus at depths that were out of
focus under widefield conditions. Each full field image is
285 μm square. The widefield image was resampled to match
the pixel count of the FINCH images.
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distance zh from the tube lens, allowing the number of
exposures to obtain a complex FINCH hologram to be
reduced from 3 to 2 increasing the temporal resolution
of the system. For increased temporal resolution, both
holography cameras capture holograms simultaneously
to produce four holograms after only two image captures
and two phase shifting steps, with each captured
hologram having a different phase shift of π∕2 from
one another. This is possible because the beam splitting
prism transfers vector components from the ordinary and
the extraordinary axes, two projected onto the p axis and
two onto the s axis. It is easy to see that if the p axis
contains the sum of the ordinary and extraordinary
components, the s axis contains the difference of those
components and vice versa. The final effect is that the
two holograms captured simultaneously are phase
shifted π from each other. The fringe patterns recorded
on both cameras are identical except for the phase differ-
ence of π between them. Therefore, when the phase
angle on the phase plate is 0, the hologram in CAM3 is
shifted by π (a half cycle of the fringes) in comparison
to the hologram recorded by CAM1. However, when
the phase angle on the phase plate is π∕2, the hologram
in CAM1 is shifted by π∕2 (a quarter cycle of the fringes)
in comparison with the hologram recorded by the same

camera in the first exposure. The hologram on CAM3 is
shifted by 3π∕2 in comparison with the same hologram
recorded in CAM1 in the first exposure. In conclusion,
for increased temporal resolution there are four raw
holograms with four steps of phase shift, 0, π∕2, π,
and 3π∕2, taken only from two exposures, but that yield
together, after a simple, well-known digital superposi-
tion, a complex-valued hologram that is as good as the
hologram obtained with three exposures and three phase
shifts. By doing this we shorten exposure time and illu-
mination of the sample by 1/3 without compromising
hologram quality. The second optional camera can also
be used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) over
using a single hologram camera in the mode where three
exposures are used to create a complex hologram. The
complex holograms from each camera are simultane-
ously recorded without increasing exposure time. In this
case, using the second camera can increase the light
efficiency by a factor of 2 and the S/N by the square root
of the number of complex holograms.
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